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Checking & Auditing  
S y s te m  for H otels
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S y s t e m  Us ed  in the  
Saint Paul Hotel,
St. Paul, Minn.
Installed by The N a t i o n a l  Cas h  
Register Company,  Dayton,  Ohio
Copyright, 1912, by 
The National Cash Register Co. 
Dayton, Ohio
INTRODUCTORY
The pages following give an outline of the 
system used by the Saint Paul Hotel for the 
handling of their business. This booklet is in­
tended for the use of the selling force of The 
National Cash Register Company in devising 
and suggesting to hotel proprietors and man­
agers systems of this kind, for the checking 
and auditing of hotel business.
Different hotels vary in their methods of 
operating. It therefore would not be prac­
tical, nor is it the intention, that this system 
be adopted bodily by any hotel. The purpose 
of this booklet is to give suggestions as to 
how the business of a hotel may be checked as 
a whole, and also to offer suggestions for the 
checking of special departments.
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6The Saint Paul Hotel 
St. Paul, M inn.
M achines C heck All 
M oney and A ccounts
When the new St. Paul Hotel of St. Paul. Minn., opened in 
April, 1910, it was fully equipped with National Cash Registers.
After experience with other systems in various hotels, the 
management, after a thorough investigation, decided that a com­
plete National Cash Register system would give them the best 
control in handling the business of their new hotel.
This system has now been in operation for more than two 
years and has done the work expected of ft.
That this is the most complete hotel auditing system 
ever devised, will be understood by reading this book. 
It is based entirely upon mechanical and machine printed records; 
it furnishes an accurate, unchangeable record of every transac­
tion ; gives classified information to the manager of the hotel at 
any time he wishes it, and makes possible quick and accurate 
service to hotel patrons.
By means of registers specially adapted to the different de­
partments, records are made which provide a complete check on 
the entire receipts of the house, including the Front Office, as 
well as the Cafes, Cigar Stands, Bar, Billiard Room, Barber 
Shop. Banquet and Special Service, etc.—in fact every depart­
ment that represents revenue to the hotel.
As a part of this system there is provided a master audit 
register which is located in the auditor’s office. The records 
on this machine, which are taken from reports furnished 
the auditor from the registers located in the different 
departments, form a control or check on the accuracy of the 
bookkeeping department. These controlling records provide a 
perfect safeguard on the entire receipts of the house.
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With this system an immediate audit is provided by which 
the proprietor or manager may obtain at any time, independent 
of his bookkeeper’s or auditor’s statements, the following im­
portant information: total earnings of each department, total 
cash receipts of front office, total cash receipts of other depart­
ments. total cash receipts for sundries, total transient accounts 
receivable, total ledger accounts receivable and total bank de­
posits, the accuracy of which is verified by the monthly bank 
statement. These records are most important, as experience has 
proven that book records alone are not always reliable, and re­
quire time and work to secure information when it is needed.
In planning this system the important object in view was to 
utilize the bank's monthly statement of deposits, in connection 
with the record of the " audit” register, to prove to the proprietor 
or manager, without the time and work necessary to audit book 
records, that every cent of money received, from whatever source, 
has been properly accounted for.
By following the description of the use of the registers in 
the various departments in the hotel, as shown in the following 
pages, and by studying the method by which all of these records 
are transferred to the controlling register, as shown on pages 57, 
58 and 59, a good idea may be obtained of the excellent mechani­
cal control that is furnished by the use of this complete checking 
system.
Registers Used
One or more registers are in use in every deparment where 
money is handled, or food, drinks and cigars are checked to 
waiters.
The machines in use in the various departments are as 
follows:
F ood  checker’s station, No. 347 Check Device.
Service bar, No. 347 Check Device.
Public bar, No. 542-4-EL and 347 Check Device.
Cafe cashier’s station, No. 141-E.
Lobby, cigar and news stand, No. 347-2 Check Device and 312.
Front office cashier’s station, No. 568-3-EL.
Basement cashier’s station for billiard room, barber and cigars, 
No. 532-2-EL and 317 Check Device.
Auditor’s office for general cashier, No. 598-E.
The key arrangements of these registers are shown in the 
description of the routine of the departments where they are used.
Cafe Service
All service in the dining rooms, except for banquets and 
private parties, is European plan. As the food leaves the kitchen 
the checker inserts the guest check in the No. 347 Check Device 
Register, which prints the amount of the service opposite each 
item on the check. The food checker’s register prints in black 
ink on the check. A photograph of this checking station is shown 
on page 11.
All bar service to the dining rooms is checked through the 
same kind of a machine at the service bar, the register printing 
on the check in red. Likewise, as cigars are secured from the 
cigar stand in the lobby, the checks are inserted by the cigar 
cashier in a check device register, which prints the price of the 
cigars in green ink opposite the item.
All checks are issued to waiters and bell-boys by the Cafe 
Cashier for serving food and drinks in any part of the house, 
whether main cafe, palm room, private supper rooms or guests’ 
rooms upstairs.
The Cafe Cashier operates a No. 141 electrically-driven stub­
clipping register. Her station is located in a short lobby con­
necting the main cafe with the large banquet or palm room.
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Restaurant Check
T h e Figures Opposite the Item s are Printed by the Checkers’ 
Registers, Each M achine Printing a D ifferent Color.
The Totaling is D one by the Cafe Cashier’s 
Stub-D etach ing Register
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Each check issued to a waiter or bell-boy is recorded on a 
Cashier’s Sheet like sample shown on page 15, by entering the 
waiter or bell-boy’s number and check number in the proper 
columns.
The waiter’s number, number of the table and number of 
people served is also entered in the proper places on both the 
check and stub, the stub at the top of the check being detached 
and held by the Cashier.
When service has been completed the waiter must return 
the check to the Cafe Cashier to be totaled on the No. 141-E 
register before collecting from the guest. At the time the check is 
totaled, the stub at the lower end of the check, which is cut off by
F ood C heckers’ S tation
L ocated  in  K itch en ; A m ou n t o f  Service is Registered on  A dd ing  W heels 
o f Register, and the A m ou n ts Printed on  G u est’s Check
the machine, is retained by the Cashier until the waiter returns 
either with the check signed or with the cash.
Signed Checks
The Cashier will not accept a signed check unless the sig­
nature is perfectly legible and shows also the room number, if a 
guest in the house, or business address of party outside of hotel.
If signed by a guest in the house, waiter must take the 
check to the front office to be recorded as a charge against the 
guest and registered as a charge on the No. 568-3-EL register 
by the Front Office Cashier, before it will be accepted from the 
waiter by the Cafe Cashier. (See sample check, page 16).
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After check is returned to the Cashier, either paid or signed, 
the total amount is entered in the proper column on the Cashier's 
Sheet. The column on the sheet marked “ Local” is for entering 
charges against guests who are not registered or stopping at the 
hotel.
As the Cashier has time after the rush of meal-hour she 
enters the amounts for food, bar and cigars on each check in 
the proper columns on the Cashier's Sheet. (See record of Check 
No. 5516 on Cashier's Sheet No. A-502. page 15).
Record of Checks
The checks are issued in consecutive number in series of 
10,000 each, the different series being designated by a letter pre­
ceding the number.
The purpose of the printed figures from 1 to 99 on the Cash­
ier's Sheet is to save the time and work of entering these last
Check Device Register at Service Bar
Prints the A m ount o f the Service on 
the Check Opposite the Item
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two figures of the cheek number each time, it being necessary 
for her to enter on the sheet only the first figures represent­
ing the hundreds and thousands of the check number.
When it happens that the first check issued is a number 
ending above 51, for instance No. 3260. the record would be 
started at that number on the right side of the sheet and after 
reaching No. 3300 the record would be continued on the left 
side of the sheet, thus using the same sheet. Naturally it often 
happens that during a Cashier's watch, part of the sheet 
is unused on account of the sheet being printed for 100 checks. 
The consecutive number on the checks governs the line on 
which the record number of checks is started and ended.
Change of Watch
Each Cashier works a six-hour watch; from 6:30 to 11:30 
A. M., from 11:30 A. M. to 5 :30 P. M., from 5 :30 P. M. to closing 
at night.
Cafe Cashier Station
Guest Checks are Totaled on This Register and the A m ount 
Then Collected by Waiters From  Guests. All Checking 
Registers M ust Balance with This M achine
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The lid covering the adding wheels of the No. 141-E register 
is left unlocked and each Cashier takes the reading of the 
machine at the time of starting and leaving watch, this record 
being entered in the proper space in the upper right-hand cor­
ner of the Cashier's Sheet. The machine record is started at zero 
on the first of the month and run as a continuous record until the 
first of the following month.
Each cashier has her own money-till and at the end of each 
watch turns in with her sheets, checks and cash to the General 
Cashier, a report of the receipts of her watch on the slip with 
printed heading "CAFE." (See page 18.)
The total of all charges, (local or transient.) officers' checks, 
“ voids" or "overcharge” and cash must balance the total amount 
represented by the difference between the first and last reading 
of the machine for each watch.
All check-device registers are started at zero the first of the 
month and allowed to run as continuous records until the first 
of the following month, the counter readings being taken by the 
operators the last thing when closing at night. This obviates 
the necessity of the Auditor staying up late at night to take 
the daily readings of the machines.
Officers’ Service
For Officers' Service the same kind of check is used as for 
guests, and at the time it is issued by the Cashier it is stamped 
with a hand-stamp in large letters reading "OFFICERS’ 
CHECK.’’ The Officers’ Checks are not entered on the Cashier's 
Sheet, but are totaled separately.
As Officers’ Checks are recorded on the checking registers 
and the No. 141-E register the same as Guests’ Checks, the 
amount must he deducted from the total record to show the 
net revenue. It would not he necessary to pass Officers’ Checks 
through the registers, as they must always be signed in any 
event and do not represent revenue. By running them through 
the registers, exceptions are avoided and uniformity secured.
Outstanding Checks
In turning in the checks and sheets with cash at the end of 
the watch, the Cashier is held responsible for every check issued 
on her watch, and the checks are arranged in numerical order 
by the Cashier when turned in with her sheet to the Audit 
Department.
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Dining R oom  Check, Signed by Guest, for Charge to His A ccount. 
T he Register Printing Shows That it Has Been Registered on the 
Front O ffice Register as a Charge to the G uest’s A ccount
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O fficer’s Check. These are R un Through the Checking Register and 
also T hrough  the Cafe Cashier’s No. 141 Register. Their Total 
is Deducted to Show Net A m ount o f Business Done
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As the Cashiers change watch a half-hour before the regular 
meal-hour, it very seldom happens that all the checks issued 
to waiters have not been returned before the Cashier leaves her 
station. If, however, as sometimes occurs, one or more checks 
are still out when the Cashiers change watch, the stubs held 
against these checks are left with the Cashier coming on and 
the numbers of these checks transferred to her sheet, making her 
responsible for the return of the checks that are out, this dispo­
sition of the checks also being indicated opposite the numbers on 
the sheet of the Cashier leaving the watch.
In case a check has been totaled on the No. 141-E register 
and not yet returned at the time the Cashiers change watch, the 
Cashier who totaled this check will insist upon immediate return 
of the check so that her report will balance the record of the 
machine for her watch.
Cafe Cashier’s Report, Rendered at the End o f Each W atch
18
Room Service
When a guest desires meals served in his room, the order is 
taken by ’phone by the Cafe Cashier, the number of room being 
entered on the check and stub. An extra charge is made of 25 
cents per person for this service and this is written on the check 
and the item printed on it by the kitchen-checker.
Orders for drinks served to rooms are served by bell-boys, 
the order being telephoned by the guest to either the Head 
Bell-Man’s station or the Service Bar direct. For this service 
the bell-boy must secure a check from the Cashier’s Station the 
same as a waiter, and the transaction is handled in the same way 
and with the same kind of a check as the service in a dining­
room. the Cashier entering the bell-boy’s number on the check 
and sheet.
Such checks are totaled on the No. 141-E register before 
the drinks are served.
Banquet or Special Service
Table d’hote service for Banquets and Private Parties is 
not checked through the checking machines, as such service is 
always arranged for in advance at a fixed price per plate and a 
menu previously decided upon, and when served is in charge of 
the Head Waiter or one of the Captains who checks the service 
by courses.
In some cases, however, such service is arranged for at so 
much per plate for the food, with drinks and cigars paid for 
extra as ordered. In that case, the waiters are provided with 
regular checks on which the amount of drinks or cigars is 
recorded in the regular way and for which the guests may pay the 
waiters direct or one individual may sign for the whole amount, 
as the case may be.
When an order is taken for a Banquet or Private Party, a 
special card printed for this purpose is used as a record or 
memorandum of the order, on which is entered the necessary 
information for the service, such as cost of Food, Wine, Cigars, 
Music, Decorations, (floral or otherwise,) or other special fea­
tures as agreed upon. On the reverse side of the card is written 
the menu for the service. After the Banquet has been served 
and any corrections, if necessary, in the way of deductions or 
additions have been made, the amount is registered as a “ charge” 
on the “Audit” register in Auditor’s Office by printing the total
19
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Back of Special Service Card. Valuable for Future Reference
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amount in the left margin of the card, with the lever at the 
"Ledger Charge” position and the card then filed in a card-file.
When the bill is paid, the card is taken front the file and the 
amount registered and printed the second time on the “ Ledger 
Credit” position of the lever. The card is then placed in a per­
manent file, and as it contains complete information, may be of 
value for future reference, especially if a Club or Society event, 
which may occur annually.
Daily Statem ent M ade Up by Bar Checker
Daily Statem ent M ade Up by Food Checker
Voids and Checkers’ Statements
When necessary to “ void” an amount the checker uses the 
“ Void” key on the register, which prints the word “Void” over 
the amount on the check.
22
Each checker's station is provided with “ Void” cards and 
when necessary to “void” an amount the operator enters the 
transaction on the “Void” card showing the check number, 
waiter’s number and reason for the “void.”
These cards, together with the record of the machine read­
ing as shown in the illustrations “ Bar Checker Daily Statement” 
and “ Food Checker Daily Statement,’ ’ are turned in at the close 
of the day or left inside the lid of the register by the operator 
for the Auditor who gets them the next morning.
Card Showing Record Made of “ Voids”
In Addition  to M aking up This Report, the Checker Prints the Word 
“ Void”  Over the Void Item s on the Check
23
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Lobby Cigar and N ew s Stand
The first nr "A ’’ counter on the No. 347 two-counter check- 
device register located at the cigar stand records the cash sales, 
and the second or “ B’’ counter shows the record of cigars served 
to waiters, the amounts being stamped on the waiters’ checks the 
same as food or drinks.
Should a guest order cigars alone sent to his room, the bell­
boy pays cash at the cigar stand and collects from the guest with­
out the use of a cafe check. If the order includes drinks as well 
as cigars, then a cafe check is used.
With cigars alone, if the guest fails to pay the bell-boy, the 
money is refunded to the bell-boy by the Front Office Cashier 
who makes out a “ Paid-Out” slip for the amount, recording it 
on the register as a “ Paid-Out” transaction and charging it to the 
guest the same as any other charge through the method de­
scribed in paragraph under “ FRONT OFFICE.”
The receipts of the news stand are recorded on the No. 312 
register, the money being handled and the machine operated by 
the cigar clerks.
The news stand is a concession to an outside party. 
The receipts do not represent revenue to the hotel, this money 
being turned over to the Concessioner at stated periods in 
amounts shown by the record of this machine.
The lobby cigar-stand clerks work a six-hour watch, each 
one being provided with a separate bank and cash-till, and take 
the reading of the cash counter when they go on and leave the 
watch. They also take off the detail-strip which they turn in 
with their cash to the General Cashier at the end of each watch 
with a report on a “ Clerk’s Daily Statement,” showing amount of 
cash and the reading of the “ Cash” counter on the machine.
On the report of the closing watch for the day, the readings 
of both “ Waiter” and “ Cash” counters are shown, the record of 
this machine being run as a continuous record the same as other 
check-device registers.
25
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Daily Statem ent Made Up by  Clerk 
at Cigar Stand
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Public Bar
The bartenders register and make their own change on the 
No. 542-EL-4-drawer register.
A waiter is employed to serve drinks at tables, and for such 
orders the waiter pays cash to the bartender. The amount is 
registered and the check issued given to the waiter to present to 
the guest when collecting for the drinks. Checks are issued only 
by “Table” or other special keys as described. (See key arrange­
ment on page 30.)
Check Issued by Receipt- 
Printing Register 
on  the Bar
If Guest Does Not Pay Cash 
He Signs on the Back 
of the Check
A guest in the house may sign instead of paying the check. 
In that case the waiter takes the check to the Front Office and 
receives the cash from the Cashier who makes out a “ Paid-Out'' 
slip and records the amount as a “ Paid-Out'’ on her register and 
enters it as a “charge” against the guest, attaching the signed 
bar check to the "Paid-Out” slip before placing it in the card­
file. (See further explanation under Front Office, page 45.)
Responsible parties outside the hotel who patronize the cafe 
frequently and have a charge account, when known personally 
to the bartenders, will be given credit at the bar.
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In handling transactions with such patrons the amounts are 
registered in connection with the "Charge" key. the check issued 
being signed by patron and placed in the cash-drawer and turned 
in with the cash with the bartender’s report at the end of his 
watch. The “ Charge" key adds in on both reel and main counter; 
hence a "Charge" check counts the same as "cash" on the record 
of the machine.
Statem ent of Business D one at Bar 
Turned in by Bartender at the End of His W atch, 
with Cash to General Cashier. W ho Records 
the A m ount on the Audit Register
When the bartenders go off watch they take their total cash 
receipts and “ Charge" checks, if any, out of the register, which, 
together with a report on a Clerk's Daily Statement, are placed in 
a locked tin cash-box, with which each man is provided, and 
turned in to the General Cashier.
The bartenders work a six-hour watch ; hence the man who 
is off duty on the evening’s watch opens the next morning. The
29
Auditor takes the reading of this man’s reel counter and resets 
it to zero any time that suits his convenience after 6 :00 P. M., 
the time of his going off duty that day. The record of the other 
reel counters is taken and reset to zero the next morning, thus 
getting a complete record for the previous day for each man’s 
watch.
The main counter is started at zero the first of the month 
and allowed to run until the first of the following month.
The bartender closing at night changes the date and removes 
the detail-strip, which is turned in with his cash to the General 
Cashier.
The No. 347 check-device register on the public bar is used 
only for checking the bell-boy’s service to the rooms in the 
forenoon, as the Service Bar, which is located in another part of 
the house, is not open for business until 11 -.00 A. M., thus saving 
the salary of one bartender.
T he reading of the No. 347 check-device register is taken 
in the afternoon when the register is not in use.
30
Bartenders’ 
Individual Counters
A
B
E
H
X
Special
Cigars
Wine
Liquor
Room
Table
Charge
$60 $9 90c 5c
50 8 80 5
40 7 70 5
30 6 60 5c
20 5 50
$10 4 40 0
Qt. 3 30 0
Pt. 2 20 0
½ Pt. $1 10c 0
Key Arrangem ent o f  the No. 542-E-L 4-Dr. Register, 
Located on the Public Bar
Barber and Billiard R oom
The arrangement of the No. 533-EL 2-drawer register at 
this station is as follows:
$90 $9 90c 9c
80 8 80 8
Individual Counters 50 7 70 7
60 6 60 6
No Sale 50 5 50 5
Cigars 40 4 40 4
Barber 30 3 30 3
Billiards A 20 2 20 2
B $10 $1 10c 1c
The cash received for cigars sold from the case is recorded 
on the “ Cigar” adding counter of this register.
A No. 317 check-device register located at this station is 
used for printing on the Billiard Room check the price of the 
cigars ordered by the players.
Billiard Record
A special time-stamp check is used for recording charges for 
billiards and pool. The check is stamped with a time-stamp at 
the beginning and ending of the game, the number of the table 
also being entered on the check. The charge for the game is 
entered with ink or indelible pencil on the proper line.
When cigars are ordered the price is stamped on the check 
by the No. 317 check-device register as noted above.
When drinks or food are ordered the check is sent to the 
Service Bar or the Kitchen, as the case may be, and the amount 
stamped in the proper spaces by the check-device machine at 
these stations, the service being obtained by an attendant from 
the Billiard Room.
When the players have finished, the check is totaled in ink 
and the total amount registered and the check printed with the 
lever at the ''Billiard” position. An etched line on the printing 
table of the register indicates the proper position for the check 
in order to print in the correct space, when total amount is regis­
tered.
31
Card Record of Billiard G am e with, Bar and Cigar Service Added. 
The Billiard Cashier Prints T ota l A m ount Paid, on  
Card, with No. 533 Register
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As the billiard-room checks are issued they are recorded on 
the Billiard Room Sheet by entering the check number and the 
number of the table.
When the check is paid the total amount is entered in the 
“ Total” column and the proper amounts entered in the columns 
for “ Billiard & Pool,” “ Cigar,” “ Bar” and “ Food.” These columns 
are footed by the Cashier, and the sheet and checks turned in 
with the cash at the close of the day’s business.
Should a guest in the house sign a check instead of paying 
it, the check is immediately taken to the Front Office and entered 
as a “charge” against the guest by the Front Office Cashier, the 
same as a Cafe charge. (See explanation under FRONT 
OFFICE.) The check is then returned to the Billiard Room 
Cashier and entered in the proper space on the Billiard Room 
Sheet.
For pool, the number of games played, with the correct 
amount, is entered with pen or indelible pencil on the proper line 
on the check.
Barber and Manicure
Special checks are used for barber and manicure service. 
The checks are tabbed in lots of 100, numbered consecutively 
and also numbered for each chair.
The barber enters the price on the stub and check, retaining 
the stub and handing the check to the customer to pay the 
Cashier. The amount is registered on the “ Barber” counter by 
placing the check under the printing wheels, and thus the 
printed figures on the check are positive evidence the correct 
amount was registered.
Custom er Takes Barber Check from  Barber 
and Pays A m ount to Cashier
The cancelled checks are recorded on the Barber Sheet in 
the proper columns for each chair, and the checks and the sheet 
are turned in with the cash at the close of the day’s business.
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Food Checker Station Where All Food G oing In to  Dining Room s Is Checked
Palm Room
R oof Garden
Main Restaurant
If a customer has a shine while in a barber’s chair the shine 
stub is detached from the check and retained by the shoe-shiner. 
When the Cashier receives a check with the “ Shine” stub de­
tached, 10 cents is added to the amount indicated for barber 
service when registering the check.
When a customer desires manicure service the check is 
issued to the operator by the Cashier who retains the first stub. 
The operator detaches and retains the other stub, giving the check 
to the customer to pay the Cashier. The amount is registered 
the same as the barber’s check, by placing the check under the 
printing wheels and with the lever set at the “ Barber” position.
The manicure checks are also numbered consecutively and 
tabbed in lots of 100, and when cancelled are entered on the 
Barber’s Sheet, the same as a barber’s check, in the proper 
column.
M anicure Check, Made Out by M anicurist, 
is Paid to Cashier by Custom er
The reel counters as well as the main counter on this ma­
chine, are allowed to run through the month as continuous rec­
ords.
The Cashiers have separate cash drawers and are responsible 
for the amount of cash taken in, as shown by the register read­
ings and the record of the initial keys printed on the various 
checks and detail-strip. The main counter is left unlocked and 
each Cashier takes the reading of this counter when coming on 
and leaving the watch.
The Cashier closing at night turns in all the checks and 
sheets for the day. Each Cashier fills out and signs a Clerk’s 
Daily Statement marked “ Barber and Billiard,” which is turned 
in with his cash.
This report or Clerk’s Daily Statement shows the reading of 
the reel counters as well as the amount of cash for each position 
taken in on each watch, the closing watch at night showing also 
the record of the No. 317 check-device register.
The Cashier closing at night sets the date and takes off the 
detail-strip which is turned in with his reports and cash to the 
General Cashier.
38
All Clerks or Cashiers are provided with locked, tin money­
boxes for holding their cash turned in at the close of business 
at night, which are placed in the vault of the Front Office where 
the General Cashier gets them the next morning.
39
Report Turned Over to General Cashier 
by Barber and Billiard Cashier
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F ro n t Office
The key and lever arrangement of the No. 568-E-L 3-drawer 
register, through which all business of the Front Office is 
handled, is as follows:
Individual Counters Cashier Keys Amount Keys
$900 $90 $9 90c 9c
No Sale 800 80 8 80 8
A A 700 7 0  7 7 0  7
B B 600 60 6 60 6
D D 500 50 5 50 5
Chg. Transient 400 40 4 40 4
Transfer 300 30 3 30 3
Rooms 200 20 2 20 2
$100 $10 $1 10c 1c
The Colum n on  the Left Shows the Individual Adding Counters 
on the Register. A, B and D are Cashiers’ Counters
Two of the drawers are for the regular Cashiers and the 
third one for the Night Clerk.
The record of this register is one of the most important in 
the system, as it not only gives a separate record of the cash 
taken in by each Cashier, but also an immediate audit of the
Total Transient Accounts Receivable
This is a record every hotel appreciates and cannot be 
obtained by any other system, except by the work and time 
necessary to audit the accounts.
All cash taken in is recorded with the lever at the initial 
position of the clerk receiving the money.
A ll “ charges” against guests, whether for cash paid out, or 
plain charges, are recorded with the lever at the “ Charge Tran­
sient” position.
The “ Charge Transient” counter shows the total charges 
against guests for all service except rooms. The “ Rooms” 
counter shows the amount in dollars and cents due the hotel for 
rooms occupied. The total of these two counters, less the mam 
counter showing cash received and the “ Transfer” counter 
showing charges against guests transferred to ledger, gives 
the Total Transient Accounts Receivable.
The main counter of the register and the individual counters 
for “ Charge Transient,” “ Transfer” and “ Rooms” are left run as 
continuous records.
The counters for the Cashiers’ initial positions are set to 
zero daily.
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Card System
The card system, which is in use in many high-class hotels 
in place of the old style cash book and room ledger, is used for 
recording all charges against guests.
As soon as a guest registers, the Room Clerk writes the 
name on a slip and places it in the regular room rack for the 
room occupied. A guest card is filled out, showing the name, 
room number, rate and date of arrival. This is done by the 
Cashier who gets the information from the hotel register or the 
room clerk.
This card is placed in an open card file on the Cashier’s 
■ desk which is provided with a card index showing the floor num­
ber, and the floor divided in multiples of 10. For instance, card 
for Room 524 would be filed behind index card No. 20 in Floor 
500. (See illustration of file on page 44.)
On the line opposite “ Room” on guest card, under date of 
arrival, would be entered the amount of the rate for this room for 
one day. Each night thereafter it is the night clerk’s duty to go 
through this card file and enter an additional charge represent­
ing the room rate under the successive date on each card 
remaining in the file.
When a guest checks out and pays his bill, the card is totaled 
and recorded on the register by placing the card on the printing 
table and registering the amount with the lever at the initial 
position. The card is then placed in a separate compartment in 
the file.
Charges of every character, whether for service or money 
paid out, are entered upon this card. In case a guest remains in 
the house long enough to fill a card with room-rate charges, this 
card is totaled and the amount carried forward to a new card 
which is attached to the first card with a wire clip, so that both 
cards remain together until the guest checks out.
All charges other than for the room, are entered on slips of 
proper form, which, after being posted to the guest card and 
recorded on the register, are placed in a properly arranged card­
file.
The card index or guide in this file is numbered to corre­
spond with the rooms in the house, sub-divided by floors.
All “ Charge” slips against a guest are kept in the Charge 
File in the space for the room occupied until the guest checks
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File for Charge Slips Against Guests
44
out, so any question about a certain charge may be quickly 
settled. The only exception to this is the laundry slips and 
cafe “charges” that a guest may have signed.
Cafe “charge” checks, when turned in to the Auditor's Office 
by the Cafe Cashiers, are placed in the proper compartment of a 
rack which is a duplicate of the key and mail rack in the Front 
Office, so that if a guest questions a cafe “ charge" when checking
File for Guest Cards
out, all of his signed checks would be in a compartment num­
bered to correspond with his room number and if necessary may 
be sent to the Front Office for his inspection.
Any question about a laundry charge, if done in the hotel, 
is verified by reference to the record in the laundry. This 
record consists of a book with a carbon copy showing name, 
room number and amount of charge for each package, the 
original sheets from this book being sent to the Auditor’s Office 
each day.
After a guest checks out, all of his “ charge” slips are taken 
from the Charge File and attached to the guest card, and all 
cards for guests that have checked out are sent to the Auditor's 
Office by each cashier with her cash, when going off watch, 
where the cafe “charge’’ checks are attached, and after being care­
fully audited are placed in a permanent file numerically, where 
they may be easily located if for any reason it may be necessary 
to refer to them in the future.
How Charges Are Handled 
Cafe Charges
When a guest signs a cafe check, the waiter imme­
diately takes the check to the Front Office Cashier who enters 
the amount on the guest-card, and records the amount on 
the register by placing the check on the printing-table with the 
lever at the “ Charge Transient” position. The cafe check is re­
turned to the waiter who turns it in to the Cafe Cashier.
The machine-printed record of the Front Office machine on 
a cafe check is evidence to the Cafe Cashier that the charge has 
been properly entered against the guest. Without this printed 
record the Cafe Cashier would not accept the check from the 
waiter. Illustration of check is shown on page 16.
Bar Charges
When a guest signs a check in the public bar, the 
bar waiter immediately takes the check to the Front Office 
Cashier who reimburses the waiter for the amount, the 
waiter having paid cash to the bartender when drinks were 
served. The Front Office Cashier fills out a Paid-Out slip and 
records the amount by placing the slip on the printing-table with 
the lever at the “ Charge Transient” position, tearing off the per­
forated stub which is printed by the machine and placing it in 
her cash drawer as evidence of the amount paid out.
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The Front O ffice “ Pays O ut”  to Waiter $2.25 for Bar Service 
and Charges G uest’s A ccount
Record of M oney Paid Out for G uest 
and Charged to His A ccount
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The amount is charged on the guest card and the other part 
of the Paid-Out slip placed in the Charge File in the space for 
the room occupied by the guest, the signed bar check being 
attached to the Paid-Out slip before it is placed in the Charge 
File.
Any cash paid out by the Front Office Cashier for any pur­
pose whatever, such as baggage, messenger, telegrams, etc., is 
handled in the same way. The printed form used covers the most 
common transactions in a hotel. The line marked “ Miscella­
neous,” provides for writing anything not on the printed form.
Baggage
In handling baggage, the Head Porter fills out the 
special Paid-Out slips used for this purpose only, which
Paid O ut for Baggage
the driver takes to the Front Office and receipts when receiving 
the money, the Cashier registering the amount and handling the 
slip as explained for money paid out.
Cash Advanced
W hen  cash is advanced to a guest the guest’s signature is 
obtained on the Paid-Out slip; also the Room Clerk’s O. K.
Tailor Charges
The hotel has its own tailor, and charges for pressing 
or repairing are entered on a duplicate book in the tailor- 
shop ; and when garment is returned to guest’s room the 
original slip is taken to the Front Office by the bell-boy and the 
amount recorded with the slip on the printing table and the lever
47
at the “ Charge Transient” position. The amount is charged OH 
the guest’s card and the slip placed in the card-file.
Charges Against Guests, as for Valet Services, are Recorded 
on  the “ Charge Transient” Counter o f the 
Front O ffice Register
Telephone Charges
There are two telephone exchanges in the hotel and a 
separate slip is used for each. The telephone operators fill 
out the slips and take or send them to the Front Office 
Cashier. The Northwestern Company collects cash for every 
call and this transaction is handled by the Front Office Cashier 
the same as money paid out for any other purpose, the stub of 
the slip printed by the register being detached and placed in the 
cash drawer, the other part of the slip going in the Charge File 
after being charged on guest card.
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Telephone Service w ith the Northwestern Com pany is Handled as a 
“ P aid-O ut”  Transaction, Being Registered on  the 
“ Charge Transient”  Counter
The Tri-State Company does not collect cash at the time of 
service, but the slips are made out by the exchange operator who 
takes or sends them to the Front Office Cashier immediately and 
the transaction is recorded as a charge, the same as for tailor or 
other charges where no money is paid out.
Telegrams
Telegrams received “Collect” are handled the same as any 
other Paid-Out transaction and charged to the guest. Some­
times telegrams are received “ Collect” in advance of the guest.
Telephone Service is Charged to G uest’s A ccount and Settlem ent 
M ade Periodically w ith the Tri-State Com pany
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In that case the Cashier fills out the Paid-Out slip 
without any room number and holds the complete slip in her 
cash-drawer until the guest arrives, when the amount is regis­
tered, the stub is detached and the amount entered on the guest 
card and the slip placed in the Charge File.
The telegram is also held at the Cashier’s Station, as it is 
possible the party may not register, and in that event the Cashier 
might be out the amount of the charge if telegram is placed with 
others at the Room Clerk's desk. Instead a written notice is 
placed with telegrams at the Room Clerk’s desk notifying the 
party that a telegram is being held for him by the Cashier.
Sample trunks or other express packages arriving “ Collect” 
in advance of a guest are handled in the same manner.
Laundry
Most laundry work is done in the hotel laundry. 
The laundry lists, after being checked, priced and entered on the 
laundry record, are sent to the Front Office while the work is 
being done.
The Front Office Cashier enters the charges on the guests’ 
cards and then registers the amount of each list by placing it on 
the printing table with the lever at the “ Charge Transient” po­
sition, after which they are returned to the laundry to be 
attached to the package when wrapped.
The printed record of the Front Office register on the laundry 
list is evidence that the charge has been entered on the guest 
card.
Both tailoring and laundry are sometimes done outside the 
hotel, in which case when a package is delivered to hotel, if the 
amount is collected by driver or messenger, the Cashier pays out 
the cash and treats the transaction the same as any other Paid- 
Out item by the use of a Paid-Out slip properly filled out and 
registered, charged on the guest card and placed in the Charge 
File.
Deposits in Advance
When a guest makes an advance deposit to the credit of 
his account, it is entered on the guest card in the column under 
the heading, “ Credits.” The amount is registered with the card 
on the printing table with the reverse side up. When a guest 
checks out, the amount of the balance only is registered on the 
face of the card in the regular way.
50
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When it happens that the g u est’s deposit is a larger amount 
than the amount of his bill, the difference of course must be 
refunded and this is treated the same as any other Paid-Out 
transaction by the use of a Paid-Out slip which is attached to the 
guest card when sent to the Auditor's Office.
Transfers
When a guest leaves the house without paying 
his bill, the guest card is totaled and the amount registered on 
the card with the lever at the “transfer” position. This does not 
add into the main counter. All the “ charge” slips for this guest 
are taken out of the Charge File and attached to the guest card, 
and the card turned in to the Auditor’s Office with other cards 
for guests that have checked out that day. Where possible, a 
guest is mailed a statement for the amount of his bill, which, if 
paid later, goes to the Auditor’s Office direct and is not handled 
by the Front Office Cashiers.
The purpose of registering such accounts on the “Transfer” 
position of the register is to credit “Transient Accounts Receiv­
able” on the register record, as shown by Front Office Cashier’s 
Report, illustration of which is shown on page 55. Such accounts 
are then entered by the bookkeeper on Ledger “ Transient 
Accounts Receivable” and treated the same as any other ledger 
charge.
In case a guest leaves the hotel temporarily without paying 
his bill and advises that he will return again in a few days, his 
card is held in the card file at the Front Office with a notation 
of the date he is expected to return. If he fails to return, the card 
is then registered as a “ Transfer” and sent to the Auditor’s 
Office and bill for amount mailed to his address.
Receipted Statements
When a guest requests an itemized statement or receipted 
bill, it is made out on a form (see  sample) which is an exact 
duplicate of the guest card, which saves time in writing.
Room Record
It is customary in all hotels to take an inventory or 
“ house count” of rooms occupied every night at mid­
night, which shows the number of guests in the house and value 
of rooms occupied. This is done on a regular printed form by the 
Night Clerk. The sheet is then totaled and the total amount 
registered on the lower left-hand corner of the sheet by placing 
sheet on the printing table with lever at the “Room” position.
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Front Office Cashier’s Reports
All money received or paid out by the Cashiers is entered 
on a sheet headed ‘‘Front Office Cashier's Auxiliary to General 
Cash,” which takes the place of the ordinary cash book, the 
guest’s name and room number being shown with the amount 
received in the proper columns.
Items for accounts receivable or sundries are not handled 
by the Front Office Cashier, but referred direct to the Auditor’s 
Office, except after business hours when there is no one in the 
Auditor’s Office to handle such transactions. In that case the 
transaction would be handled by the Front Office Cashier and 
entered in the proper column on her sheet, without being recorded 
on the register, but the amount would be included in the sum­
mary on the sheet when turned in by the Cashier.
The Paid-Out stubs or vouchers, representing cash ‘‘paid 
out” by each Cashier, are placed in a small envelope and attached 
to the Cashier’s sheet when the cash is turned in at the end of the 
watch.
The Paid-Out vouchers and the cancelled guest cards, rep­
resenting the amounts entered on the sheet, are audited or 
checked with the sheet by a clerk in the Auditor’s Office and the 
sheets then placed in their regular order in a loose-leaf binder 
after total amount is registered on Audit Register, the Paid- 
Out vouchers remaining attached to the sheet.
There is a cancelled guest card for every amount entered on 
the Cashier’s sheet, excepting an “ advance deposit,” which 
amount is indicated on the sheet as an advance when entered 
by the Cashier.
The Cashiers work a six-hour watch, but turn in their sheets 
and cash only at the close of their watch for the day.
The cancelled guest cards show the initial of the Cashier 
who handled the transaction, so they are easily checked against 
the proper sheets and responsibility placed for errors in footing 
accounts or otherwise.
Front Office Record
The reading of the reel cash counters is taken and the 
counters reset daily by the auditor, the reading of the afternoon 
watch being taken after 6 :00 P. M. and the reading of the 
evening watch and the Night Clerk being taken the next morn­
ing, thus getting a complete record for each Cashier for the 
previous day.
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The date is set and the detail-strip removed by the Night 
Clerk before the regular Cashier conies on watch in the morning.
Immediate Audit of Transient Accounts Receivable
As mentioned above, the record of the Front Office machine 
gives an immediate audit at any time of the Transient Accounts 
Receivable. The main counter, the "Charge Transients,” 
“Transfer” and "Room” counters are run as continuous records.
To take the statement, the record of the “ Room” counter 
and the “Charge Transient” counter added together represents 
the total charge against guests. Deducting from this the rec­
ord on the main counter which shows the total amount received 
from guests, and deducting again from this sum the amount 
shown on the "Transfer” counter, leaves the net amount of 
Transient Accounts Receivable or the amount owed by guests 
yet in the house. This information is of special value to every 
hotel.
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A udit or C ontrolling R egister
The record of the "Audit” register is the most important of 
the whole system; the foundation, in fact, on which the entire 
system is planned.
The particular purpose is to have a check upon all Depart­
ment cash records, by providing a means of recording in duplicate 
the total monthly records of all Department registers where cash 
is handled, and focus at one central point the record of the entire 
receipts of the house, thus enabling the Proprietor or Manager 
to prove by his Monthly Bank Statement, in connection with the 
main counter of the “Audit” register, that the entire receipts 
of the house have been banked.
The No. 598 audit register is operated by the General Cash­
ier, who is responsible for the record and the handling of all 
cash. The key arrangement is shown on page 59.
The cash turned in by Department Clerks or Cashiers is re­
corded on the "Audit” register, by placing the Clerk's Daily 
Statement or Cashier’s Report on the printing table and regis­
tering the amount with the lever at the proper position. (Note 
printed figures on sample slips previously described.)
The machine-printed figures on Cashier's or Clerk's Daily 
Statement is the record of the “Audit" register for the cash 
received by the General Cashier from the Cashier or Clerk at the 
end of his or her watch each day.
The report of the Cashier for the Billiard and Barber station 
is printed and recorded on this register in three different amounts, 
to correspond with the receipts of the three departments, Bil­
liards, Barber and Cigars, as shown by the reel counters for 
those departments on the No. 533-2-EL register.
The record of cash turned in by the Front Office Cashiers 
is recorded on the lower left-hand corner of the Cashier’s Sheet.
All Cashiers’ or Clerks’ Daily Statements for the day, ex­
cept that of the Front Office, are placed in one envelope and 
filed, after being recorded on the “Audit” register.
A ll records on the “Audit” register are run continuous for 
the month, to correspond with Department registers.
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The records on the Department reel counters on the “Audit” 
register at the end of the month should balance the records of 
the various Department registers where money is handled, or 
the difference be accounted for ; for instance, the Bar counter 
should equal the main counter of the No. 542-4-EL register on 
the Hotel Bar, less charges for the month, thus proving that all 
the receipts of the Bar have been recorded on the Audit register.
The “ Cafe” counter should equal the record of the No. 141-E 
register at the Cafe Cashier’s Station, less charges and Officers’ 
Service for the month.
The “Cigar” counter should equal the total of the “ Cash” coun­
ter on the No. 347-2-CD register at the Lobby Cigar Stand, plus 
the amount on the “ Cigar” counter of the No. 533-2-EL register 
at the Billiard and Barber station.
The “ Barber and Billiard” counters should equal the corre­
sponding counters on the No. 533-2-EL register at the Barber 
and Billiard station.
The “ Front Office” counter should equal the main counter on 
the No. 568-3 register at the Front Office, less cash paid out and 
charged to guests.
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Diagram Showing Control Over Cash Receipts
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Ledger A ccounts
All ledger charges or credits are recorded on the 
“ Ledger Charge” or “ Ledger Credit” counters on the 
“Audit” register, these transactions being listed on the sheet 
“ Ledger Accounts” and the total charges and the total receipts 
on account being registered by placing the sheet on the printing 
table and registering the amounts on the lower left-hand corner 
of the sheet, with the lever at the proper positions.
Items representing sundry cash are also entered in the space 
under “ Sundry Cash” on the same sheet and recorded on the 
register in the same way on the “ Sundry Cash” counter.
Sundry cash represents money received from any source, 
other than departments where a register is in use, and may 
represent such transactions as refunds on merchandise, store 
rentals, a charge for the special use of rooms, temporary con­
cessions, and so forth.
Cash received on account and sundry cash is of course 
handled only by the General Cashier, for which she alone is 
responsible; hence the sheet “ Ledger Accounts” represents the 
report of the General Cashier for such transactions as come under 
her charge and is equivalent, in its importance as a record for 
future reference, to the Department Cashiers’ Reports.
Cash received on account and sundry cash are the only 
sources from which cash can be received which has not already 
been recorded on a Department register, and for which the 
General Cashier is personally responsible.
Paid-Out Transactions
Paid-Out transactions are not recorded on the register. 
All bills are paid by voucher check, except small sundry items 
which for convenience are paid in cash by the General Cashier 
from a fund of a fixed amount which is replenished from time to 
time by drawing a check on the bank account for the necessary 
amount.
The money paid out by the Front Office Cashiers is always 
charged to guests.
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The Ledger M ust Balance w ith the “ Ledger Charge”  and 
“ Ledger C redit” Counters on  Audit Register
61
The Daily Cafe Net Statement is vised to check and 
balance the total of all service registered on the checking regis­
ters against the total of all cash and charges on the cafe cashier 
and basement cashier registers. The records on the set of check­
ing registers must balance the records on the cashier registers. 
In this way the management is assured of getting the cash or a 
proper charge on its books for all service given.
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The illustration of Daily Report shows a statement made 
up daily by the Auditor for the benefit of the Management. This 
covers revenue received from whatever source, some of the 
records being items which are not totaled separately by the 
registers.
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Statem ent Book
The complete record of each register is entered daily in a 
special continuous-record statement book, these records being 
carried forward and posted daily from the Clerks’ or Cashiers’ 
and Checkers’ reports and readings taken by the Auditor of the 
Front Office and Bar reel cash counters.
At the end of the month the last totals in the “ Cash” and 
“ Record” columns in the statement book for the various regis­
ters must equal the records of the Department registers and the
64
Statem ent Book
Department counters on the “Audit” register; the total in the 
“ Cash” columns balancing the records of the Department coun­
ters on the "Audit” register, and the totals in the “ Record” col­
umns balancing the records of the Department machines, the 
difference between the totals of “ Cash” and "Record” being 
shown by the Paid-Out, Charge or Void records.
The accuracy of these records is verified by the Manager, 
who personally takes the readings and resets to zero all ma­
chine records at the end of the month.
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Im p o rtan t R esults
Register Records Insure Safe Handling of All Money
Bank Deposits
The total net receipts are banked daily, the bank 
deposit representing the previous day’s receipts. When the 
proprietor sees the bank’s monthly statement of deposits, he is 
assured of the safe handling of the entire receipts of the house, 
as the bank’s statement of total deposits for the month must equal 
the record of the main counter on the Audit register.
Likewise, the totals on the various department counters on 
the “Audit” register must equal the total records on the corre­
sponding Department machines, less whatever difference is 
shown by the Paid-Out, Charge or Void columns in the State­
ment Book.
The registers throughout the hotel are checked by the reel 
counters of the Audit register; the total counter of the audit 
register at the end of the month must agree with the total bank 
deposits for the month. This double check gives the hotel 
management an absolute check on its business.
It is not necessary for the Proprietor or Manager to take 
daily readings of registers. This is done by the Auditor or an 
assistant whose duty it is to post the records daily in the State­
ment Book. At the end of the month, however, the Proprietor 
or Manager takes the final readings and resets all machines and 
verifies the accuracy of the Auditor’s figures and final totals in 
the Statement Book.
This gives an absolute check on the entire receipts of every 
Department and on the accuracy of the Statement Book records, 
without any work or trouble on the part of the Proprietor or 
Manager other than taking the final readings at the end of the 
month and verifying same by the Bank Statement.
By no other method is it possible to obtain this information 
except through the time and work of auditing book records, 
which are easily manipulated, and which the Proprietor or
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Manager has not the time to do. Without this system the 
statements of regular employes would have to be accepted as 
accurate, or outside accountants be employed at heavy expense 
to audit the records.
Total Net Receipts
The record of the Department counters on the “Audit” 
register shows at any time the total net receipts from the various 
Departments.
Revenue
The record of the Department registers shows at 
any time the total gross revenue or earnings of the various 
Departments.
Ledger Accounts Receivable
The difference between the record of the “ Ledger Charge” 
and the “ Ledger Credit” counters on the “Audit” register gives 
an immediate audit of total ledger accounts receivable.
Transient Accounts Receivable
The record of the Front Office register, as previously 
explained, gives an immediate audit of Transient Accounts 
Receivable.
Every hotel is, of course, a separate proposition by itself, 
but similar results may be obtained by modifying this system 
to suit the conditions in any particular case.
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